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1. Introduction  
2. Why movement surfaces?
3. Objectives  
4. Spatio-temporal model design 




If you stop and observe a moving crowd..
... it could seem to be a chaotic phenomena at first 
sight 
But if you look at this phenomena a little 
more...
... you will realize that human movements is 
not a chaotic phenomena but is the result 








Then if we infer about this intentional 
behaviour..







• Any movement is the consequence to the 
forces acting over the person that moves.
• Movement surfaces represent the forces field 







forces due to 
utility
• It represents the attraction forces over all
the environment. (Not only at the 
destination point) 
• It is individualized for each person. (Each 
person has different displacement 
preferences ) 
• It is a dynamic surface, it varies along the 
time.
Movement surface
zPredict the human movement by
modelling movement surfaces.
zDemonstrate how to implement a









The acting classes (Main actors) 
























































Each person moves in a way that his satisfaction 




































As a raindrop flows over a surface
looking for the maximum slopes,
people flow over their
correspondent movement surface
























Find the optimal location for a
specific public (stand,
supermarket) 
zOptimal routes which are
individualized per each person
How can this movement surface be generated?
Implementation
By assigning a utility value to the environment
How can this movement surface be generated?
Implementation











zI need to get the 
village






















How is this utility value 
calculated?
The utility is the measure of the compliment level
of the person preferences in the environment
EMC techniques





zPreference matrix: The weight of each criteria.    
(= Relevance of the preference) 
zSatisfaction function: Satisfaction produced to 
one person by one variable value of the 
environment. 
How are the preferences defined?
Preferences are represented by using two concepts:
20 º10 º 30 º Temperature
Satisfaction
Moving Object: Ambulance












Application Scenario: Emergency Call





















For the mushroom picker
A
zSlope value = 5%
zHumidity value = 80%
zLand type = Soil
EMC 
(SAW) 
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Satisfaction due to  
destination point 
+ 
Satisfaction due to 
environment





• Each singular movement of a person is the 
consequence of the forces acting over him/her.
• If we know about an environment and the 
preferences of one person we can simulate his/her 
movements through the modelling of movement 
surfaces.
• Movement surfaces are the analogue to surface 
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